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Oil sales and government revenue

Country Year Govt revenue Extractive 

govt

revenue

Oil

sales

Oil

sales/ 

govt

revenue

Oil sales / 

extractive 

govt

revenue

Azerbaijan 2014 28.26 17.81 15.40 53% 86%

Nigeria 2012 66.88 52.45 42.49 64% 81%

Cameroon 2013 5.25 1.60 1.10 21% 69%

Ghana 2013 7.98 1.38 0.71 9% 52%

Ivory

Coast

2013 6.15 0.74 0.35 6% 47%

Chad 2013 2.53 1.74 0.38 15% 22%
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1) Patterns of
corruption risks



A broad definition of corruption
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• Corruption: broad definition from Transparency
International, as “the abuse of entrusted power for private 
gain”

• Goes beyond the payment of bribes. Often it is not even 
corruption strictly speaking, but problematic ways of 
getting access to markets.

• Carried a quantitative review of 60 real cases and also a 
very in-depth analysis of specific cases.

• Corruption risks and/or embezzlement occur in three
different ways in commodity trading.
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a) The classical door opener – a simplified case

SOE
trading 

company

commodity

PEP

influences

pays a bribe (X$-x$)

MARKET
commodity

market price $$-X-Y$

receives a margin (Y$)
loses X$

Intermediary

pays a commission (X$)

Former Director of Petrobras said: "The volume traded is very large 

and the cents of daily trades can yield millions of dollars at the end 

of the month in bribes.”
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b) Intermediary as first buyers – a simplified case

receives a margin (Y$)
loses X$

(X$)
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c) The joint-venture with a PEP– a simplified case

SOE

commodity

PEP

trading 

company
MARKET

commodity

market price (M$)
influences

Shell 

company
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Allocates a contract

Owns

Joint-

venture
Owns 50%

Owns 50%

Receives a dividend

A trade finance banker said: “Instead of paying commissions directly to politically exposed 

persons, an increasingly popular method is to set up a joint venture with them and to pay out 

dividends. This circumvents the notion of paying commissions.”



The cost of corruption in trading

• It’s quite rare to be able to calculate the cost of corruption, 
especially in the field of commodity trading, given the
difficulties to assess precisely the market value of the
resource traded.

• Car Wash investigation in Brazil found that Petrobras lost 
around 10 bln US$ (2004-2014): a significant part of that is
the result of allegedly corrupt transactions with oil traders
(mix of scheme a) and b)).

• In Venezuela, PDVSA filed a civil & criminal complaint 
against an intermediary company and international oil 
traders (mix of scheme a) and b)). Alleged loss for 
PDVSA: 5,2 bln US$ (2004-2018). 
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2) Mitigation
measures



Mitigation measures

OECD invited Switzerland to adopt a regulation that is
«specific and adapted» to the risks of commodity trading.

a) Transparency of payments of trading companies

b) Transparency of benefical owners of companies

c) Transparency of contracts

d) Due diligence requirements regarding business partners
(including specific requirements for PEPs)
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